
Freelance Arts and Wellbeing Connector Brief   

Dulwich Picture Gallery is looking for an Arts and Wellbeing Connector (AWC) to support the 
delivery of the Dulwich Picture Gallery and Tessa Jowell Health Centre (TJHC) arts partnership. 
The role will act as an advocate and main liaison for the project connecting and supporting 
stakeholders to access and contribute to the programme and will support the gathering of 
relevant marketing, monitoring and evaluation for the programme.
 
Dulwich Picture Gallery  

Dulwich Picture Gallery is the world’s first purpose-built public art gallery, built over 200 years ago 
in 1811. Today the Gallery is a vibrant cultural hub empowering our audiences to connect, create 
and make sense of their world through meaningful interactions with art. Alongside our Collection 
of Baroque masterpieces, we host temporary exhibitions and stage a wide-ranging programme of 
events and creative engagement activities. We provided multiple entry points and use a model of 
layered participation.

The Project  

Since January 2020 the Gallery has been working in partnership with NHS South East London 
Clinical Commissioning Group on an exciting creative arts programme for the new Tessa Jowell 
Health Centre (TJHC) in East Dulwich in London Borough of Southwark.  The project came out 
of a shared vision to address the significant health inequalities in the local community through 
engagement in arts and creativity.

Four work strands are underway: 
• Enhancing the healing environment through co-produced artworks; 
• Delivering a cross artform creative programme to improve wellbeing for patients, carers and 

staff with community and cultural partners; 
• Supporting social prescription work through identified cultural activities, referral pathways and 

training for linkworkers;
• Evaluating the impact of the project to support the development of future health and wellbeing 

plans. 



Arts and Wellbeing Connector Role Description

• To act as a liaison connecting DPG and Creative Partners with key staff, link workers and service 
users at TJHC and building relationships between the different stakeholders who contribute to 
and access the programme

• Support link workers based at TJHC and wider community services to signpost service users/ 
participants to the Monday creative programme. This will include attending link worker 
meetings, presenting at link worker training, and sharing regular programme updates and 
recruitment information

• Work with team leaders to support service users/ participants to sign up to the creative Monday 
programme and creative projects 

• Support participants/service users to sign up to the Creative Monday programme and creative 
projects using referral forms

• Work with Learning and Participation Manager, Creative Partners and artists to create resources 
(including films and marketing resources) that promote the Creative Monday programme and 
creative projects

• Work with the DPG Learning Coordinator to coordinate relevant resources and evaluation for all 
project strands including liaising with TJHC building services as appropriate

• Support the DPG team with advocating for DPG+ at TJHC and wider community
• Attend training as required delivered as part of the programme
 
Person Specification 
 
• Excellent interpersonal skills with experience of working collaboratively with differ-ent 

stakeholders, building, and maintaining positive and effective relationships
• A strong communicator with experience of adapting communication styles to suit the needs of 

the audience
• Ability to treat all stakeholders with respect and dignity at all times, adopting a culturally 

sensitive approach, which considers the needs of the whole person
• Ability to work independently, manage own workload and use own initiative
• Excellent administration skills and ability to coordinate resources, following set procedures
• Experience of using Microsoft Office and online meeting platforms
• Experience of working in cultural and / or health care settings
• An interest in arts and wellbeing programmes and enthusiastic about supporting creativity and 

wellbeing for everyone.
• Motivated and reliable, and able to follow policies, procedures and instructions including 

safeguarding, equality, diversity, and inclusion policies and procedures.

Budget/ Fee

The fee for 2022-2023 is £3000 at a rate of £150 per day for 20 Days to be delivered between May 
2022 and March 2023.
Subject to funding the role will continue into the 2023-2024 cycle.

Commitment 

Days of work will be agreed with the Learning and Participation Manager. The successful candidate 
will need to work some days at the start and end of each creative projects and attend biannual 
training days however the rest of the dates can be flexible.



Terms and Conditions

Freelancers are required to obtain and maintain in force personal Public Liability Insurance and 
an up to date DBS check. The individual will be personally liable for their own tax deductions and 
national insurance contributions. 

Submission Process 

We think it’s important to give you options so that you can present your application in a way that 
you find comfortable. You can either submit via a word or pdf document, a PowerPoint presentation 
or a link to a video submission (this should be no longer than 5 minutes maximum).

All applications should include the following:

• A 500-word statement outlining your relevant, recent experience of previous similar projects. 
This should include how your experiences match the artist specification.   

• An up-to-date full CV 
• Two suitable professional referees who are familiar with your work and experience in this area 
• A completed monitoring form which you can complete online here Monitoring Form or 

please email learning@dulwichpicturegallery.org.uk for an alternative format.
     
The deadline for submission is by midday Thursday 12 May 2022

For any questions on the brief or the application please contact the Kelly Robinson, Learning and 
Participation Manager via learning@dulwichpicturegallery.org.uk 

Access/Support 

We are happy to support with any resources and adjustments for anyone who needs it, to make 
applying for this role easier. In your application please do let us know how we can support you; 
this will not influence your application. Please see www.accessdocsforartists.com for more info on 
Access Documents.

Eligibility  

At Dulwich Picture Gallery, we recognise our responsibility to provide meaningful and relevant 
experiences for everyone.  

We are actively working with our local community; are actively educating ourselves, listening 
and learning to ensure we reflect the world we live in. We are committed to ensuring our team, 
programme, partnerships, and reach are inclusive.  

We welcome applications from artists with experience of working, living or studying within our key 
priority boroughs of Southwark, Lambeth and Lewisham, and are particularly keen to hear from 
artists and collectives who identify as Black, Asian and minority ethnic, disabled and/or people 
from lower socio-economic backgrounds, as these groups are currently underrepresented in our 
organisation and reflect our local community.  

Please note this role is subject to DBS and relevant security checks  
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